
INTRODUCTION TO SCINTILLATOR DETECTORS

Scintillators are intended for fast tagging of presence of particles: that is, with a good time resolution 
(order of 10ns) give a short pulse if the particle traverses a relatively large sensitive surface.

For a typical particle physics setting, the light is created in plastic scintillator, and detected by a photo-
multiplier tube (PMT). This gives the electric signal. The signal is usually too small for practical 
purposes, therefore one needs to get it amplified: we use pre-amplifiers, preferably close to the PMT to 
reduce noise, and also normal amplifiers.

The laboratory setup for the study of scintillators consists of 3 or 4 counters, each connected to an 
individual high voltage (HV) channel (negative voltage between 1000 – 1300V . Do NOT exceed 
1350V).

Photomultipliers and scintillators are shock- and light sensitive devices! Please make sure to avoid 
risky situations:

--- DO NOT MOVE  the counters when under HV
--- In case of slight, even invisible damage of the light shielding, ambient light can enter the PMT. This 
can damage the tube permanently! In case of any suspicious accident, even moderate, please switch of 
the HV, notify the laboratory supervisor.

The scintillators can be called ”A”, ”B”, ”C”, and ”D”, according to their specific role (see later). 
Please take a note of the individual ID-s of the scintillators in the lab report for each measurement!

LABORATORY EXCERSISES

0. Observe the pulses from the scintillator devices (A,B,C,D), first without amplifier, then using
an amplifier. Observe the difference between background and radioactive (Sr-90 beta, 
maximum electron energy around 2MeV) source. Check the typical signal amplitude on 
oscilloscope with two scintillators above each other, using beta source. For all the scintillators, 
check for a ”baseline” voltage, which give 20mV amplitude for a crossing beta particle.

1. Set up a coincidence between any of the two units, and observe the difference in time delay. 
This delay will have to be corrected for in the following excersises, if needed.

Set up a discriminator system for units A,B and C – that is, a digital time stamp if the pulse was 
above a well defined level. Observe the coincidences and the time delay as well for this setup. 
The discriminator pulse need to be shorter than 50ns for practical reasons.

In case of time arrival difference, a  delay line need to be installed to make sure that the pulses 
arrive at the same moment. Install such delay lines and demonstrate that the pulses overlap.

2. Determine the detection efficiency of the ”B” scintillator using cosmic particles. Put A, B and C
(possibly D) above each other with maximum overlap, such that B is in the middle. Determine 
the count number from the coincidence A∙B∙C, as well as A∙C. The efficiency of the B counter 
is well approximated with the ratio (A∙B∙C)/(A∙C) if B is in full overlap (Alternatively, with 4 
detectors, use the ratio (A∙B∙C∙D)/(A∙C∙D) ). Determine this efficiency as a a function of the HV
applied on the B counter (and not changing the others). The interesting range is between 60-



70% efficiency (lower is not relevant) up to 100V above the 95% efficiency value. Calculate the
efficency measurement error – note that the counting is binomial distribution, not Poissonian. 

3. Repeat the measurement, for confirmation, for the other two scintillators, such that the order is 
changed. The counter under study must be between the other two ”trigger” counters.

4. Determine the apparent vertical cosmic ray flux by appropriately placing the scintillators (in full
efficiency mode) above each other! Measure the geometrical parameters directly.

MEASUREMENTS WITH BETA SOURCE, OPTIONAL

Put unit A directly above the beta source, and B above A. This way, it is most likely that if a beta 
particle is detected in B, it needs to cross A as well. This gives the possibility to detemine the efficiency
of A, provided that it is thin enough (which is not actually the case unfortunately). Use a counter to 
detemine the number of hits in unit B, and also the number of coincidences (A and B fires at the same 
time). The efficiency is the ratio of A∙B coincidences and hits in B. 

LABORATORY EXCERSISE

5.  Determine the above defined ”efficiency” for A as a function of the high voltage! Check how
the measurement reaches a plateau. Compare this to the efficiency from the Excersises 2 and 3. 
Demonstrate that cosmic particles (muons, high energy electrons and positrons) give nearly the same 
signal as beta particles. Make the measurement for 2 of the 4 scintillators!


